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" ... It was the psycho-sexual union of the decade: The human 
potential and gay rights movements married in a simple ceremony . . ;r 

"Please place your consciousness in gay?" human-potential trend, and his wife, 
your buttocks. Focus all your awareness They're gay-get it? Gay and okay. Dulce, sat on the board of advisers for 
in your buttocks-experience your but- Not only okay-but terrific. This is all the two-day seminar. It had the support 
tocks." part of a new and different phenomenon of est guru Werner Erhard. Beyond this 

Only the slight rustle of consciousness thqt is, it is promised, happening here was talk that even grander ambitions 
settling into the molded plastic chairs first. All sense that a piece of California were the ulti!Jlate, intended offspring of 
disturbs the near-perfect silence in the cultural history is in the making-some- this marriage. 
large hotel conference room in San thing of an ultimate California event. Criticism from gay leftists only excited 
Francisco. The largely male audience of Imagine the a{1nouncement: The psycho- curiosity about the event long before the 
!00 now concentrates on its buttocks sexual union of the decade was consum- participants assembled in the hotel con~ 
and waits impatiently, mated in mid-March when the Human ference room for this "preview experi• 

"Let your buttocks relax. Feel f1e Potential Movement married the Gay ence." To radicals, the gay-est merger 
tension escape." The Facil- smacked somehow of the 
itator pauses. He feels the cult of personality. The · · 
anticipation building, even two-day workshop was led 
as his audience slips into a by David B. Goodstein, 
deeper trance. He savors undoubtedly the most con-
the suspense, knowing he's troversial figure on the na-
.the man in control. "Now tiona! gay scene. Also at 
your buttocks are relaxed." issue was the involvement 
Pause. "Good. Now place of Goodstein's plain-
your consciousness in your brown-wrapperedtabloid, 
abdomen .... " The Advocate, a paper that 

Dozens of alligators on has managed to mix some 
dozens of young men's of the most conservative 
sport shirts move more middle-class thought in 
slowly now, as the initiates gay America with some of 
breathe more deeply. The the raunchiest advertising 
scene is similar to an Ac- to be found this side of a 
tualizations Seminar being bathroom wall. The semi-
held down the hall. Like nar doesn't play down this 
the Actualizations' stu- connection, however; it is 
dents, this group has been unashamedly called "The 
promised an Experience. Advocate Experience." 
But the air of expectancy My invitation to the 
over this crowd does not weekend comes because of 
derive merely from the my long stint as an Advo-
promise of another est/ cate staff writer. Though 
Esalen/Gestalt growth- my work as a KQED re-
group weekend of parlor porter and freelance writer 
hypnosis and Conscious- has drawn me away from 
ness Ill jargon. work on gay publications, 

"Now become aware the excitement building 
that you are a Sexual among Advocate staffers 
being-experience yourself . . . . . . . . was enough to entice me to 
as a sexual being." The CitiZen Goodstem: Crl(tcs alleged hts atm was not transformatwn, but control. the Jack Tar Hotel for the 
Facilitator's delivery is curiously Rights Movement in a simple but chic weekend. 
wooden. The Facilitator is reading from ceremony in the-gasp!-Jack Tar Hotel When the weekend opens, many of 
a blue loose-leaf notebook by his side. in San Francisco. the California gay scene's elite are sitting 
His ·words now probe further into the Gay gossip mills had been buzzing for silently in the audience. Along with The 
psyches of his audience, feeling for but- months as rumors flew about this last Advocate staff and its guests are such gay 
tons long unpushed. word in equal-enlightenment organiza- luminaries as Armistead Maupin, col-

"Now that you are completely relaxed, tions. From the start, this weekend had umnist-turned-personality; Newt Dei
get in touch with your attitudes about promised to be a momentous occasion. ter, the Los Angeles-based director of 
being gay. What emotions do you feel For example, Michael Murphy, founder the Gay Media Task Force, who gives 
now? What do you like about being of Esalen and granddaddy of the whole out what amounts to the Gay House-



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 
" ... We gasp as Goodstein rips off the paper frorp the blackboard andj 
reveals the word that tells us where we're comi~g from: 'TOILET' .. ·"] 
. . . 

keeping Seal of Approval to gay-related I The audience gasps as Goodstein rips ' must participate. We are partitionedf 
scripts for network television; Zohn Art- off the paper like Louise N evelson un- into "families" of eight, matched with~ 
man, an est devotee and top lieutenant · veiling a sculpture. and reveals the single partners, but cautioned to exclude any' 
to rock-promoter Bill Gralwm; Nancy word that tells us where we are coming "lover, friend, or anyone you trick with 
Roth, president of San Francisco's Save from: "TOILET.'' regularly." 
Our Human Rights Foundation, per- "TOILET" means the second-class Early on, we will have an Experience 
haps the best-bankrolled gay group in citizenship gays long have accepted, that will teach trust. To learn trust for 
the United States; and Ken Maley, a Goodstein explains. It means second- my partner, I am told to lie on the floor 
publicist and political consultant. One class bars, second-class restaurants, sec- with my partner kneeling behind my 
successful businessman flew in from ond-class self-images and second-class shoulders, holding my head. "Let your 
Manhattan to see if The Advocate expe- leadership. "This all is TOILET," Good- neck.muscles relax," says the Facilitator. 
rience would be marketable in the stein shouts. "And we don't have to live There. That, I am told, is an Experi-
Northeast. this way." ence in trust. Presumably, if my partner 

The deputy Facilitator opens the Goodstein will talk a lot about doesn't drop my head to the floor like a 
weekend, laying out the "agreements" TOILET during these opening hours of sack of potatoes, I can trust my partner. 
that are to be the ground rules for the The Experience. In four simple steps, he Now we learn trust in the group. In 
weekend. They are similar to est's: no will teach us how to confront TOILET in this Experience, I lie on the floor and let 
alcohol, marijuana, gum, wristwatches our lives, how to deal with it, take risks the other seven lift me over their heads. 
or impromptu exits. We are to surrender with it and walk away from it-forever! Then they put me down. 
control to the senior Facilitator. Step one is, ''I'm okay." There. That, we are told, is another 1 

Then senior Facilitator Experience in trust. Pre-
David Goodstein strides to sumably, if my group 
his director's chair at the doesn't hurl me seven feet 
front of the room. For the to the floor, I can trust my 
next two days, Goodstein group. 
will guide us through lee- The exercises seem bor- ' 
tures, exercises and en- rowed from a ten-year-old 
counter groups in which Esalen handbook, but this 
we will take "risks," be doesn't mar the hours of . 
"open," "get it," "trust," "sharing" that follow each 
"acknowledge," "share,'' and every Experience. Be-
be "okay,'' feel terrific, un- fore long, the sensitivity 
dergo catharsis and do all bandwagon starts rolling, 
those vulnerable things leaving behind an endless 
people do in the Human trail of confessions. 
Potential Movement. Be- "I've never been in a 
yond all else, we will Expe- group of gay people that I 
rience-capital "E" -our so totally trust as this one,'~ 
guilt, Experience our fear, says a man in a red LaCoste 
our anger, our repression, shirt. Everybody claps.' 
our freedom and-why the "I've Experienced that 
hell not?-our buttocks. everyone in my group is 

When Goodstein starts beautiful," says another. 
talking, we listen and won~ Everybody claps for him 
der: Will The Advocate too, but louder than be-
Experience offer the beau- fore. He is cuter than the 
tiful gay people of Califor- other man. 
nia the way to "clear" Soon everyone is wal-
lives? lowing in his Vulnerability, 

Will David Goodstein rolling in his Okayness 
emerge as our gu'n.J? and, most of all, jumping 

at the chance to tell every-
Everybody in est is an . , . . . one about it. Countless 

Asshole. We all know that Jack Tar: lfzt s g()od enough jor est, it's okay for The Advocate Expenence. neuroses are confessed. old 
by now. Werner Erhard says so. Hell, Step two is, "You're okay." hurts exhumed, new comfort found. 
even Werner is an Asshole. And David Step three is, "We're okay." All of this is punctuated by applause 
Goodstein, by his own admission, used Step four is trickier. It's called: "Being which, in human-potential jargon, is 
to be a "quartermaster Asshole" in the responsible for how we are perceived known as "Acknowledgment." Every 
Army. So what does that make us Advo- and how we live." Nobody's quite sure "sharing" is Acknowledged, as if the 
cate Experiencers? what that means yet, but surely we'll entire weekend were one big Art Linklet-

"Probably cornholes," mutters a fe- "get it" by the ehd of the course. ter show with an applause track to keep 
male staffer, as Goodstein approaches a Now the focus shifts to the "pro- the production moving. J wait for the 
blackboard that is swathed in a plain cesses," the term used to describe the accordion player to break in and carry us 
brown wrapper. prefabricated Experiences in which we into a commercial. 



No commercials come, just regularly 
·scheduled breaks. Unlike est, the breaks 
. are timed to make sure nobody gets 
uncomfortable, because, Goodstein 
confides, "I've got the world's tiniest 
bladder." 

During the first break, I go to the hotel 
. baserhent and discover I'm not the only 

hopeless cynic who finds the entire affair 
. foolish. A prominent figure in California 

entertainment circles is passing a joint of 
what he says is paraquat-free Colom
bian to fellow tokers Armistead Maupin, 
Ken Maley and my mild-mannered 
roommate, Daniel. We titillate one an
other with gossip that behind the 
human-potential fa~ade of the weekend 
is a plan to remake the gay comm~nity. 

Maley, meanwhile, says he won't stay 
because the endless confessionals re
mind him too much of his childhood, 
spent in the pews of the Fire Baptized 
Holiness Church in his home town of 

' · Cherryvale, Kansas. 
The Prominent Entertainment Figure 

(PEF) doesn't care about any political or 
religious implications. A faithful est 
graduate, he says he is genuinely moved 
by it al\. But he apparently is not moved 
to the point that he surrenders mari-

. juana for the weekend or gives up the 
· watch that he has surreptitiously slipped 

around his genitals. 
Daniel is reserving judgment, though 

he so far thinks the processes are pretty • 
silly. "I didn't find it that remarkable 
that my group didn't throw me on the 
floor," he drawls. 

The PEF unfastens his drawstring 
pants and looks down at his watch. The 
break .is over and everyone starts moving 
toward the elevator, fearful he will break 
still another agreement by being late. 

When we return, a beaming Good
stein says he has chosen the Jack Tar
site of the early est seminars-because he 
wants to show that The Advocate Expe
rience is "as classy as est." That draws 
titters from the crowd, many of whom 
have spent the morning break ridiculing 
the hotel's legendary kitsch design of 
beige, rust and powder-blue ·plastic ex
terior panels. 

Processes start again and so do the 
dramas. I look at a young man sitting 
next to me during a particularly tough 
process. Tears stream down his face. 
Facilitator Goodstein purposefully 
stands behind the shy, stricken social 
worker. signaling to an Experience 
staffer to bring the young man Kleenex. 
Everyone sensitively nods as Goodstein 
firmly but silently keeps his paternal 
hand on the man's shoulder. 

This young man is no phony and I 
admonish myselffor being cynical when 
such sensitive people as he undergo 
hona fide catharsis. The tears pass and 
Goodstein walks away. I later ask him 

How to Improve Filet Mignon. 
We start with a tender filet, carefully seared 

to keep in the juices. Next comes a delicate French 
pate, thinly spread. Finally the buttery pastry dough 
is carefully wrapped so it puffs out perfectly. 

The dish is called Beef Wellington, and frankly, 
it takes time and talent to prepare it well. Which is 
why you won't find it offered in many restaurants. 
And why the Velvet Turtle is very proud of the fact 
that you can now find it here. 

Bee/Wellington at The Turtle 

Burlingame {415) 342-0411 
Menlo Park {415) 854-3813 

Pleasant Hill {415) 825-4511 
San Jose { 408) 247-3477 

San Rafael (415) 472-7262 
Sunnyvale {408) 738-4070 

Fresno (209) 224-2414 

~r!flell!et@f~ 
Reservations accepted . 

We honor American Express eJ other major credit cards. 

Neatly stacked. 
The secret of a comfortable 

BAST/WIST LB4TRBB 
1400 Grant Ave./S.F./397-2886 · 

539 Bridgeway/SAUSALIT0/332-6696 
WEEK 

What could be 
a dumber 
name fora 
restaurant 

than 
CRISIS 

HOPKINS 
? • 

Open for lunch, brunch, dinner 
and a good time 

660 BRIDGEWAY. SAUSALITO 
332•3073 



.. When gay leaders suggested changes in his plan, Goodstein said,_ 
effect, either you do things my way, or I'll destroy you " 

what caused the tears. "I had some dust 
in my contact lens," he explains. "I still 
can't figure out why Goodstein came 
over." 

The Experience, however, is winning 
many converts. Early in the group "shar
ing," the same female staffer who made 
the cornhole comment takes to the floor 
to share that her partner is terrific, her 
"family" is terrific, everyboqy there i~ 
terrific. 

It is only toward the end of the proces
_sing t~at it becomes apparent that The 
Experience can be more than just a 
nostalgic rehash of human-potential 
gimmickry-and that powerful forces are 
at work within the psyches of the partici
pants. These forces become most evi
dent in the processes, which were 
created with the gay audience specifi
cally in mind. 

In one exercise we are told to write a 
letter to someone to whom we never 
have confided our homosexpality. The 
stories that emerge are devastating. A 
successful 35-year-old professional 
writes his parents that he worries they 
will die without ever knowing who he, 
their son, really is. 

A normally staid business executive in 
his fifties breaks into tears, as, for the 
first time, he broaches telling his father 
about tpe part of his life that he has long 
hidden in shame. He says he regrets the 
decades of dishonesty, but after his tears 
he adds that he feels he's finally resolved 
much of his guilt over never reaching out 
to his father, who died twelve years ago. 

These are by far the most moving 
mqments of The Experience. Later on, I 
talk to one Advoc(ll(! advertising em
ployee who recounts how four of his 
group's eight members wept during the 
letter-writing session. The only trouble, 
he add~, is that no one in his group 
actually intends to send the letters. I ask 
around and find that only one in three 
participants say they will send their let
ter!!. 

This makes a certain amount of sense. 
All day, people have contrived Experi

to simulate feelings about which 
they cap. have synthesized interactions 
for which they are rewarded with me
<;hanical applause. It doesn't matter that 
the letters won't be sent or the Agree
ments won't be kept-we are just ex
horted to get into the drama, the feeling 
of it all. 

This sense of theater dominates the 
,pr9ceedings right up to the close of the 
first day, when Goodstein pulls the as
sembly back into a hypnotic trance. As 
all relax, soft music starts playing in the 

background. The lyrics are meant to be 
moving. even profound, as if it were a 
Hollywood movie score: " ... You are 
yourself, like everybody else. . . . When 
you realize we're just the same then you '!I 
be free. . . . Just close your eyes and 
maybe you can see yourself and you're 
okay. ... " 

All we have to do is tap our heels 
together three times, like Dorothy. and 
we can be okay. Is that all there is to 
enlightenment? 

The lr~de raerie 
And the lay ROTC 

All the sharing, acknowledging and 
risking has been building up to some
thing, we are told-a climax that will 
explain the meaning of all the Okayness 
we've been talking about. The answer 
comes during the final hours of The 
Experience, as Goodstein starts explain
ing "being responsiple for how we are 
perceived and how we live," the fourth 
step away from TOILET. 

Goodstein glances at his notebook 
and sips from his mug. It's Perrier-after 
all, he confides, "this is a classy affair." 

"What do you think the gay commu
nity needs?" Goodstein asks. The au
dience's suggestions are chalked up on 
the blackboards that are flanking his 
chair. A number of suggestions from 
high-echelonAdvocate staffers get under
lined. Goodstein stops taking ideas, then 
enthusiastically starts describing a num
ber of future projects in which we can 
participate, projects which, coinciden
tally, are those already underlined on the 
blackboard. 

We can, for instance, participate_ in 
"The Advocate Game," but we are de
prived of details about the game. Instead, 
we are asked to contemplate plans for 
something grander than anything the gay 
community has ever seen. 

Imagine it: A host of gays channeling 
thousands of dollars into the campaign 
treasuries of friendly legislators, thereby 
purchasing clout for gay causes on a 
national level. Think of all the remark
able things we could do with, say, a tax
exempt foundation to research things like 
venereal disease. Beyond this, we could 
help spawn a program urging gays to 
affirm, once and for all, that they're not 
merely okay, but downright terrific. 

It all comes out as beautiful fantasies 
that we can create. What we are being 
asked to contemplate is, in fact, already a 
fait accompli. Almost all of the programs 
that Goodstein is offhandedly suggesting 
have been mapped out for months under 

a master plan, which is code-named 
"Project Pouf' by those who developed it. 

The stated goals call for nothing less 
than purging society of the notion that 
there is anything negative involved with 
homosexuality. This transformation
would be a cultural revolution, but it may 
not stop there. 

Even before The Experience started, 
critics alleged that Goodstein's aim was 
not transformation, but control. Good
stein's past offers plenty of fodder for 
such speculation. After all, The Advocate 
Experience is not the first master plan 
that Goodstein has launched in the gay · 
community, just the most ambitious. His 
past plans have aroused suspicions that 
Goodstein harbors hidden agendas. It 
doesn't help that he has a penchant for 
citing Machiavelli's The Prince as one of 
his major intellectual sources. 

Goodstein also makes no secret of his. 
ruling-class credentials. Reportedly a 
millionaire many times over, the rotund, 
bearded, 46-year-old publisher has kept a 
Mercedes in the driveway of his mansion 
in Atherton. He also keeps his own stable 
of show horses. A Rembrandt still-life 
hangs in a hallway of his home. 

Such accoutrements are a natural out
growth of Goodstein's background. He 
made his mark as a rising young Wall 
Street investment counselor who, during 
the go-go sixties, introduced computers 
to the statistical analysis of stocks. His 
political work then was for such candi
dates as Nelson Rockefeller. A major 
California bank lured Goodstein to San 
Francisco to become a high officer and 
then promptly fired him because of his 
homosexuality. 

The dismissal marked Goodstein's en
try into gay politics. His first project 
involved the field he knew best: finance. 
He set up the Whitman-Radclyffe Foun
dation to offer rich gays and straights the 
chance to donate money for gay efforts 
through tax-deductible channels. But the 
millions never came. The political con
text ofthe times just wasn't suited for gay , 
millionaires stepping forward and donal-' · 
ing their money, no matter how discreetly. · 

So Goodstein bought The Advocate 
and set about to change the political 
context of the times with a vengeance. 
The sweeping scope of all of his plans has 
earned him a nickname of which he is 
proud-:-The Grande .Faerie. He even 
keeps this appellation on a nameplate on 
his desk, as if to reaffirm that he is the gay 
leader willing to be grand, willing. to be 
classy. But Goodstein's intertwined roles 
as publisher and behind-the-scenes pol
itician have caused detractors to dub him 



, Goodstein once took to the pages of 
:The Advocate to condemn such detrac

spoiler," and at an Advocate 
""'u,.w, conference that he called in 

Chicago two years ago, Goodstein studi
. ously prepared an agenda that was 
intended to keep such spoilers from inter-

. fering. Even with such tight control, he 
still threatened to shut down the con
ference within hours of its commence
ment because a floor vote was going 
against him. 

His most celebrated threat, however, 
came at a meeting of California gay 
leaders he called last September, when he 
devised a master plan for fighting an 
antigay initiative sponsored by right-

. wing State Senator John Briggs. When 
·the conference members suggested vari
ous changes in Goodstein's plan-includ
ing more time to discuss the strategy-the 
publisher reportedly shouted that he 
would schedule another meeting just be
fore The Advocate's next deadline. He 
said he would return with two man
uscripts-one lauding any efforts the 
group undertook, the other damning 
those who did not follow his plans. Either 
do things my way, Goodstein in effect 
told the unbelieving audience, or I'll 
destroy you. 

At the next meeting, Goodstein re
turned. The opening remarks made by 
assembly whip Art Agnos indicated op
position to the publisher's fiat, and 
Goodstein left the meeting shortly after
ward, slamming the door behind him. 
The publisher subsequently made no 
mention of the confrontation in his pa
per. Shortly thereafter, however. plans for 
the massive Project Pouf began circulat
ing in The Advocate's San Mateo offices. 

Now, seven months later, David Good
stein is standing in the Jack Tar Hotel, 
explaining to his first class of Advocate 
Experience graduates about a program 
that sounds grander than the one he 
mapped out last year to the unwilling 
California gay leaders, and more awe
some than any other attempt·at organi
zation in the gay community because it 
seeks not only to reach into politics and 
pocketbooks, but into people's minds as 
well. 

This Advocate Experience session is 
· just the start, we are told. The Experi

ence is to become a roadshow, barn
storming the United States. Some 2,000 
Experie~1ce graduates are expected to 
pay their $150 fees and be inducted by 
the end of the year. A series of graduate 
seminars on everything from gay sexual 
dysfunctons to gay political organizing 
will soon be available. Goodstein ex
plains to us. 

In fact, he says. we can help fix up the 
San Francisco and Los Angeles Advo-



cate Experience centers. Furtheri110re, i( 
all goes according to Hoyle, a New York:; 
Experience facility will open next 
spring, with centers in Chicago and, 
Houston open by 1980. This nationwide· 
scope is unprecedented by anything in 
the gay community. 

The goal is to manufacture more Ad-, 
vocate Experience graduates who. likej 
us. will staff centers to coordinate the: 
efforts of the newly formed Advocate' 
Research and Education Fund (AREF);j 
and the Advocate Political Action Fund~ 
(APAF). Current plans have AREFl 
launching its first fund drive around a! 
plan to· find a VD vaccine. A headline-:; 
grabbing "win'' here could prove a mas~·~ 
ter stroke of public relations for both the; 
gay community and ARf:F. 

From there. it can turn into a self- I 
fulfilling circle of success. The AREF 1 

wins can bolster the credibility of APAF, 
which can help create the poiitical con- ' 
text in which gays can use the founda
tion to score still more wins. 

At the center of all this will be The 
Advocate Experience, whose graJuates 
will form the core of participants· in 
Project Pouf. In this sense, The Experi
ence could be as much a gay ROTC as a 
gay est. From the ranks of Experience 
graduates will come the lieutenants to 
work for the research and political 
wins-a classy army of chic gay volun· 
teers that can do unimaginable good for 
the gay community. 

All of this seems downright inspiring 
to most of the 100 assembled. Such 
wonderful things can be done! Good
stein, however, spares us details about 
structure and officers in the group. For 
example, it is never shared that David 
Goodstein not only is senior Facili 
of The Advocate Experience, but 
man of-the board of directors for 

<J . .;\m£ocate Research and Education Fund 
as: well as treasurer of the Adyu•-a•·'-"" 
Political Action Fund. In essence, he 
be in control of every facet of Project 
Pouf. 

Goodstein's defenders argue that this 
will keep his plans from straying into 
irresponsible hands. It also will give him 
immense power-and the context in 
which to make that power work. · 

:T3~fu:oil;g:h.Af~:;..):le..~rill haYe _e.t his 



gays. who are tookingfoL 
Okayness. .·· 

As Goodstein explains his plan, I 
think of the hundreds of handsoine 
young men who at this moment are 
streaming for the bustling Sunday after~ 
noon beer fest in the gay bars of San 
Francisco's Castro Street and Los An
geles's Santa Monica Boulevard. I think 
of the haunting emptiness in their eyes. 
They've come to the sexually liberated 
gay ghettos of San Francisco and Los 
Angeles to find something; what they're 
offered is an endless merry-go-round of 
bars, baths and anonymous sex. Some
thing is missing in it all-and The Advo
cate Experience seems designed to fulfill 
their need tor self-esteem, for the sense 
ofOkayness, that these handsome young 
men so frequently lack. 

Indeed, something like an Advocate 
Experience could be a tremendous suc
cess in the gay community. As the expe
rience edges toward its conclusion, how
ever, I sense that this won't be the experi
ence that finds such success. There are 
too many incongruities. David Good
stein doesn't seem like a man who has 
"got it.'' Moreover, when the gay people 
of the new California finally opt for en
lightenment, they probably won't be 
buying it in The Advocate's plain brown 
wrapper. 

In the closing minutes of The Experi
ence, we are briefed like a group of 
fleece-collared fighter pilots assembled 
for a mission. It is volunteer time. "Un
der your chairs are pencils and informa
tion sheets,'' says Goodstein. "You'll 
notice there are places you can mark off 
what you want to work on." 

We are told our first mission will be 
social-a party in the newly opened Ad
vocate Experience's San Francisco head

;; quarters. We are told to give names and 
addresses of other people who might 
want to share in this fun Experience. We 
are inspired by the exhortation: "After 
all. gay people always know how to 
throw the best parties." 

It is both exhilarating and frighten
ing--the twin attractions of power. There 
is the promise of collective action and 
the potential for abuse of personal 
power. There is a pervasive fear of the 
latter. During an early process in The 
Experience, the inductees were given a 
list of statements and were instructed to 
signal agreement or disagreement by 
raising their hands up or keeping them 
dO\Vn. 

Following one question, a large num
ber of us stood facing David Goodstein, 
sigmiling agreement-our arms rigid, our 
hands aloft, palms toward our leader. "Oh 
no," whispered one participant, who was 
struck by a certain familiarity in the 
salute. "I was afraid that it would come 
to this." -
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